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T H E  M U S I C

Phantasmagorilla? No! Phantasmagoria
A Children’s Opera by Efraín Amaya
Libretto by Susana Amundaraín

Phantasmagoria: (noun) A series of strange or bizarre images seen as if in a dream.

Synopsis
America, 2006: A family (Mother, Father, son Bernard and daughter Nessie) is going to an opera entitled The
Ghosts of the Opera. Bernard resists and complains and threatens to fall asleep. His older sister, Nessie, is
excited about the performance and tries to ignore him. As the family enters the theater and finds their seats,
they continue to argue. When the opera begins, Bernard, as promised, falls asleep. He begins to dream, his
dream becoming an opera in which his family and familiar people become the singers. His dream is a series
of short interconnected scenes related to the opera, its title, and Bernard’s subconscious concerns. As the
audience applauds at the end of the opera, Bernard wakes up, convinced he actually saw the whole show.
As the family exits the theater, they argue again as Bernard insists that he never fell asleep.

Characters
Mother & Grandmother Kimberly Steinhauer
Father Sean Donaldson
Bernard (son) Amadís Amaya
Nessie (daughter) Annie Rago
Opera Singer & Mrs. Cirkem Charlene Canty
Fairy/Mirage (silent girl)

The Point Chamber Orchestra
Music Director & Conductor, Efraín Amaya
Dilshad Posnock, flute | Amy Galbraith, oboe | José Gómez, clarinet
Jason Posnock, violin | Barney Culver, cello | José Puentes, double bass
Katie Palumbo, piano

T H E  C O M P O S E R

Composer and conductor Efraín Amaya was born in Venezuela, where he
began his musical training. Continuing his studies in the United States,
he earned degrees in composition and piano from the University of Indiana,
Bloomington, and a master’s degree in conducting from Rice University.

Amaya’s compositions have been selected for performance at major
international festivals, such as the Seattle Symphony’s Viva la Música
Festival; the American Composers Orchestra Festival of Venezuelan
Music at Weill Recital Hall in New York; the XVII Foro Internacional de
Música Nueva Manuel Enríquez in Mexico City; the XV, VIII and XI Festival
Latinoamericano de Música in Caracas, Venezuela; the 35th, 32nd and

29th Annual National Flute Association Conventions in Albuquerque, New Mexico; Nashville, Tennessee; and
in Dallas, Texas; the Gala Concert of the Jeanne Baxtresser International Master Classes at Carnegie Mellon
University and the Juilliard School in New York, and in Boston at the Modern Orchestra Project recital series.

Efraín Amaya received a 2004 Fellowship from the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts and was a Meet The
Composer Composer-in-Residence with Gateway to the Arts, WQED-FM, Renaissance City Wind Music Society
and Shaler School District, which was made possible by Meet The Composer, Inc. and its New Residencies
program. The Westmoreland Symphony Orchestra, the Carnegie Mellon Philharmonic, the Carnegie Mellon
University and Duquesne University Contemporary Ensemble have performed his music, among many other
organizations. His opera Clepsydra premiered as part of the First Night celebrations in Pittsburgh as a col-
laborative multimedia performance for tape, live performers, and edited video projection, sponsored by the
Associated Artists of Pittsburgh and the Heinz Endowment. His music appears on Élan and Albany Records.
Mr. Amaya is a member of the School of Music faculty at Carnegie Mellon University. He is the Music Director
and Conductor of the Greensburg American Opera as well as the founder and Music Director of the Point
Chamber Orchestra, which made its debut performance during the summer of 2006 with a tour of seven
concerts in Italy, performing in venues such as the Fenice Theater in Venice, the Basilica of St. Francis of
Assisi and the Parco della Musica in Rome. Recent work includes Four Xanadu, a piece for string quartet
and dancers (Pennsylvania Dance Theater 2008); and Phantasmagorilla? No! Phantasmagoria, a children’s
opera commissioned by Gateway to the Arts and Opera Theater of Pittsburgh, 2007.

You may visit Mr. Amaya’s Web page at: www.efrainamaya.com



Father: Ahhhh! The ghosts of the opera, do you know? They do exist, fluttering from theater to theater, 
from one century to the next, whispering in people’s ears of the times they think were best. 

Bernard: Ohhhh! Do I have to listen to ghosts? Since when do you think I like phantoms? Or worse! 
People singing? 
Why don’t they just talk?

Mother: It’s all an illusion, the music transports you 
but nothing is real in this theater where you are. 

Father: Well, it’s not so much an illusion, it is all very real
like this real chair where you will sit for real!

Mother: (to father)
What are you saying!! It’s the illusion that makes you believe
how real it can be. Can’t you see?

Father: Alright! Alright! We’ll have to believe!

(Mother exits. Use this line only if mother is singing the grandmother role as well.)

Mother: Oh! I forgot my program. 
Bernard: Believe me, my mind won’t stay here, in this phony theater,

I won’t watch this opera. I am too tired. 
I will fall asleep. I totally, surely, definitely, will! fall asleep… 

Everyone
else: Sshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh  

(Bernard turns around on his seat and tries to ignore the music while a singer from the “Opera” 
begins to perform.)

Singer: Of wishes and pennies
of wishes we are made
champagne fountains that mingle my wishes
I do have a wish in my head!

Libretto

Phantasmagorilla?
No! Phantasmagoria

Mother: Here we are! At the opera! How exciting!
I have a feeling it will be as dreaming 
but with open eyes.

Father: Dreaming? I don’t know…if that is the right word.
Mother: Of course, an opera is a fan-ta-sy!
Father: I don’t know, it could be a fal-la-cy!
Bernard: Oh! Opera is booooring! Oh so boooring, I foresee…

how dreadful these things can be…
I have a feeling I will be dreaming with closed eyes!

Nessie: Look at the people (pointing at the audience). Look at their faces, and those strange dresses 
for characters to wear.

Bernard: Booooring… Couldn’t we go somewhere else?
Nessie: Oh! Here’s Mrs. Cirkem, isn’t she your science teacher?

(to Mrs Cirkem)

Hello Mrs. Cirkem!
Mrs. Cirkem: Hello dear! It’s good to see you both here!
Bernard: Oh! Hello Mrs. Cirkem.

(to Nessie)

Oh! No! She’s here too!
She’s been driving us crazy, talking about these monkeys…
or gorillas! That could all soon disappear…vanish…
I wish I could disappear now…vanish!

Nessie: Stop it Bernard! Wait and see, there will be ghosts all around you, maybe they will haunt you 
if they see you leave this place.



Grandma: Existence is different on this side, on this stage, 
magnificent glowing lights as if lighting forms within. Color
intensely bright. LIFE all over flowing, shifting and changing one
shape to the next. Existence is different on this side, on this
stage. I feel lucky. I feel the warmth of good thoughts, the peace
of the whole. So happy I can sing with you again.
My boy, I miss you as well, though here you are, 
all grown up and excited, with a heart full of sun.

Bernard: Grandma, I so miss your smile and your chocolate cake… 
Don’t go. 

Grandma: I don’t, I’m always here or there. It’s really the same,
You will learn. Oh! By the way, 
the little girl in blue, I think she’s a fairy,
and she has noticed you.

(Bernard turns and looks around, he sees a girl. He thinks it is the girl in blue, but finds out that she is his
sister. Grandma is gone; Nessie takes over the stage, as she becomes an “angelic form.” )

Bernard: Nessie?!
You came here too? I could have sworn you were somewhere
else. I could have sworn you were at the opera!

Nessie: With you of course I am, coming and going
I am here and there, sometimes ahead of you.

Bernard: With me? No, no, no. The opera was dreadful I escaped! Can’t
you tell?

Nessie: I can tell you are actually here…
Bernard: I think I am in this concert of …

soft rocks

(soft rocks are indeed being placed all over the place)

Bernard: Wishes? Oh please!
A wish in my head? If a wish I could have…

Singer: But one only wish is given, when all is forgiven,
Bernard: I do, I do,
Singer: I know which one is mine!
Bernard: I do know what I wish, just now.
Singer: Wishes in pennies…Wishes in pennies…
Bernard: I wish! I could be on my own, alone by myself.

Away and unbothered, untroubled, at peace …
Far away!

Bernard falls asleep as promised. The mother becomes grandma and starts singing without words yet (notes
from an old lullaby). Bernard seems to wake up and he is startled by the presence of his grandmother. He
is dreaming.

Bernard: Grandma???
Grandma: YES! Oh how long I have waited! I waited and waited I thought

you’d never call. I waited, you know.
Bernard: Here, you waited? What are you doing in the opera?

Do you sing? Oh grandma! Are you a ghost?
Why do you talk singing?

Grandma: You talk singing too.
Bernard: I do? No way,

that would be ridiculous but wait!! 
Please answer my questions…

Grandma: My sweet boy I am no ghost, what a silly, silly thought.
I am your grandma, and yes, I sing. I sang to Nessie and you
when you were babies, awake and asleep, when you were
learning and starting to read, when I was alone late at night to
drive the silence away.

Bernard: You’re alive! You look happy over here you look so pretty and
so… so much I miss you! 



Bernard: I did! I do! Can I have two? Don’t tell me!
Are you saying this furry thing is going to sing too? 

(At this point Nessie points at the lady who is coming to join her, her name is Mrs. Cirkem, but her face is
hidden behind a gorilla mask.)

Nessie: She says, as good sorcerers do, 
that she can make monkeys sing,
she can make monkeys talk for you.

Mrs. Cirkem: (behind a mask)
Of science we talked, gorilla cousins we saw,
when we went to the zoo.
We lived once in the forests, we have forgotten that too, 
(speaking Swahili ) Sokwe… Kima… Sokwe…
Matter and waves let’s all be transformed!

(She waves her hand, pointing at the others and transforming them into gorilla characters. Everyone joins
in a cacophony of ape sounds that ‘evolve’ into human voice. A choir of gorillas surrounds Bernard in 
playful but also menacing strides.)

Gorillas: Hey boy! This is the time, we’ll take you places,
this is the place of no time or tenses.

Bernard: Watch it! Don’t push me around.
Gorillas: Now, no time to waste, 

our future is uncertain in this land of unrest.
Bernard: What is it you are saying? What kind of unrest? 
Gorillas: Beware!
Bernard: Beware?
Gorillas: This is a story of a thousand years ahead.

If you don’t care to care, if you don’t care to care
maybe the songs will be of us all that is left. 
After the killings and the mishaps

kinda creepy kinda wicked kinda fun but no people and no drums,
kind of lonely...

Nessie: Lonely?
Bernard: How did you find me? Oh!!

Are you a ghost??? An angelic or a creepy kind of ghost?
Nessie: Creepy? 

I am just an image in your bright little head.
Bernard: Tricky, tricky, tricky.
Nessie: Lonely, creepy, wicked, bored,

oh boy, you are the scary one 
with those ugly words.

Bernard: Are you a good ghost?
Nessie: A ghost I am not, dreamy boy,

I watch over you when I can, though I am of another substance,
more like the substance of your mind, 
a little electronic, a little vibratory, a little illusory
but don’t mind, you guessed right, I am your lovely sister 
who likes wigs, and people and birds, daring dresses
and feathered masquerades.

Bernard: You are nicer over here.
Nessie: Thank you, I think I’m nice all the time.
Bernard: Wait, do you like masquerades?

Masquerades are deceiving,
anyone could be somebody else.

(Nessie pulls several wild-furry masks on sticks from her dress/pockets, or Mirage brings them to her)

Nessie: Join me Bernard! Who do you want to be?

(She shows him her masks and gives him one of a furry monkey.)

A monkey? To monkey around? You always liked them, 
Am I right? 



Gorillas: The poachers, the hunters, 
they all look... like him 
they look just like him! 

(Father gets frantic and runs after the gorillas who run to hide off stage. Bernard picks up a mask and
runs around, follows the gorillas and suddenly faces his father.)

Bernard: Dad!!!! Please stop! 
I am a gorilla too!

(Gorillas return with a somber mood. One by one they pull off their masks.)

Gorillas: The forests are less, 
the air is heavy with the fires and destruction.
If you don’t care to care, if you don’t care to care,
our fate could be your own! our fate could be yours!

(The lady shows her face last to reveal Mrs. Cirkem, Bernard’s science teacher.)

Bernard: Mrs. Cirkem! My science teacher! A gorilla? A sorceress?
(I am not surprised! She always liked to play tricks!)
What is this story the gorillas are telling us?

Mrs. Cirkem: They have talked because you think of them.
Bernard: Because I think of them they can talk?
Mrs. Cirkem: You think of them as creatures, as creatures like us. 

It could as well have been the voice of dolphins, 
the voice of birds.
What matters is the message that they have brought.

Bernard: Are you part of the opera?
Do you know of the ghosts?
I thought you liked science!
How come you are a singer? 

the forest’s ashes will be all that you’ll have.
If you don’t care to care, if you don’t care to care
the story of us is all you will have.

Bernard: You mean, you will be gorilla ghosts? Are you now?
Gorillas: There won’t be any of us to become any ghosts to become any thoughts.
Bernard: How so?
Gorillas: How so?

(Gorillas spot the father and turn to him, with menacing steps and sticks they surround him as they sing.)

It is you!!
You! Who is killing,
you! Who’s destroying our homes
you! Who poison our waters
you! Who want to get rid of us all.

Father: Nonsense!!
Get off, get off!

Bernard: Wait! Father isn’t a killer, you must be mistaken.
Gorillas: The poachers, the hunters, they all look... like him, 

they look just like him! (pointing at father)
They all look like him, they look just like him!

Father: Well, you look all the same to me too!
Let’s get rid of these creatures
they’re driving me crazy
they’re making me mad.

(Father pulls out a stick and with it tries to scare the gorillas away.)

Get off! Get out! 
Go back to your trees! 
I’ll count to three now!



Bernard: Where did everybody go? It’s dark in here,
I guess they just left me…
That’s what I wished for! I am not so sure I like it, 
it is dreadful! Did I really wish everybody away?
What was I thinking? 
So much for being left alone, so much for peace and quiet!
Oh! It is so quiet …I will have to scream.

(He curls and sits covering his head with his hands. The father jumps in with a shield and a long stick.)

Father: Fight, Bernard!
Bernard: I know! What? No!

I do not know how!
Father: Grab this!

(He gives him the shield and the stick as a ‘shadow’ moves around them. This shadow is the’ fairy’ girl
just moving in darkness.)

Bernard; I’m frightened! What is it I’m fighting?
Father: Nightmares, nightmares which grow mostly from fears,

the fears grow shadows inside your head.
Usually the shadows come out in the middle of the night,
or if you feel lonely and if they’re too many,
the shadows will try to come with daylight,
but only if we let them grow in our mind.
So many shadows are fears of darkness, fears of men.
You must fight! Fight, fight all those fears away!

Bernard: I just don’t like the dark.

(The father spots and identifies the little girl. He realizes she was the ‘shadow’ moving around.)

Mrs. Cirkem: I am not! Bernard, as much as I love science,
I so love the arts! You know, LIFE at times is 
in a flux where you come and you go
where you follow your tales, you dream your desires
and your mind just …flows, sometimes you get messages 
from the great dreamy world.
Like that girl you see, she of course, is a mys-ter-y.
Do you want me to transform her too? 

(The girl is peeking and watching, and quickly hides behind Bernard’s parents.) 

Bernard: Into what?!
A gorilla? No no no,!!! Please, don’t do that! Where is she?

(Following the girl that appears in sight and goes to hide behind his parents.)

Who, for Heaven’s sake are you? 

(Bernard looks at his parents who are sitting on a bench, hiding behind big, colorful umbrellas.)

Parents: It’s us!!! We are taking a walk. 
Bernard: Oh, I didn’t mean you! I meant her…

The fairy! I mean, do fairies exist? Is she a vision?
Parents: If you believe your mind’s dream if you will enough to live

through matter fluctuations and little modulations
this sort of vibratory thing is who you come to be: 
a fairy, a man, a king…
It’s who you come to be:
a fairy, a man, a king…

Bernard: I think I am amused, I mean, confused!

(He turns around and everybody disappears, maybe behind the big umbrellas. There is an eerie 
atmosphere, darkness.)



I wished to sing under a star,
I wished to dance, I wished to be many people at once.
My wish was to sing just for you
as in a dream, my wish, my wish did come true.

(The “real” opera ends, the ‘audience’ applauds vigorously making Bernard wake up.)

Singer: Thank you… thank you…thank you.
Mother: Wake up Bernard! You missed a fun show.
Bernard: I couldn’t have!
Nessie &
Father: You did so!
Bernard: No, no, no! I heard all the ghosts

I mean all the singers, and Grandma, she was alive!
She was singing too!
I heard the music from Heaven that the Fairy sang. 

All the
others: You were dreaming, dreaming, dreaming.
Bernard: Don’t mind what they think.

It felt pretty real, how weird is all that?
with the gorillas, who talked, who sang,
who threatened you, dad!
Did you know that we threaten their lives?

Nessie: I thought you didn’t care about your science class, 
or the monkey lecture, or whatever that was.

Bernard: No! not monkeys! Gorillas! they were really sad.
Nessie: Let’s go Bernie, you slept way too much

now you’re dreaming of monkeys.
Bernard: I am saying there are some gorillas who are very mad.

Father: Nonsense! Looks like that little girl has no fear,
she is the one who’s been jumping around!

(Mirage shows up moving around as a ‘fairy/green earth spirit’ with a lantern in her hand as father fades away.)

Bernard: Oh well, she does have a light!!
And she’s not a girl!
I think she’s a fairy from a far away land…
You! The fairy girl, are you a true fairy?
Do you know the gorillas? Do you come from a forest too?
Do you talk? Do you sing? What is it you do?

(She opens her mouth but only the ‘voice’ of instruments is heard. She keeps her distance and moves
around as more music enchants Bernard.) 

Bernard: You speak music!
I think I’m dreaming.
Am I dreaming? Am I not alive?
Is this for real? I must be in Heaven.
(Music as the girl’s voice)
That’s what it is! 
Everybody sings in Heaven, 
I saw it in a musical, I saw it on TV!  

(The music takes over, puts him into a trance. He swirls (a Sufi-like movement) that makes him 
fall asleep ‘again’ and be back with the ‘audience’.)

Singer: (From “opera” at the beginning)
I was dreaming my wish was a dream
that could come alive, we dream who we are.
We dream that we move from here to there,
that we change from this into that. 
And my wish did come true…



Clepsydra: An Operatic Installation with 13 Performers
Music by Efraín Amaya
Lyrics by Susana Amundaraín and Carol Ciavonne

Clepsydra is a piece that was conceived as a celebration of the collaborative spirit in the arts. Through a
dynamic interaction of music, painting, writing, video, and the theatrical space, the idea was to create a
unique experience: a combination of opera, collage, and multi-media installation. The collaboration
Clepsydra is an exploration of time through the synchronization of sound and visual arts.

As we entered the new millennium, reflections about time became a strong point in the development of 
this work. A clepsydra was a water clock invented in ancient Egypt to measure the passage of time. Such
clocks were particularly useful to priests, who needed to know the time during the night, so that rituals and
sacrifices of the temple could be carried out at the correct hour.

The texts were created with a symbolic content in mind. They reflect the three different time-realities: The Dreams,
The Eclipse, and The Ritual. In the music, all three realities co-exist in the same time frame: they overlap each
other, giving the sense of unity through diversity. For the performances, one of these time-realities will be played
live, in an alternating sequence, and in synchronization with the pre-recorded music of the other two segments.

In the videos, images were chosen to represent the creation of time through the flow of water, and the repetitive
motion of a dream space. All three realities interact with each other, and with the music. At moments they also echo
the colors and textures of the paintings present in the installation, which set the atmosphere of a ritualistic space.

Characters
Woman Jeanne Wentworth
Man Douglas Ahlstedt
Whispering Ensemble

Musicians
Dilshad Posnock, flute | Renate Sakins, oboe | David Welter, clarinet & bass clarinet | Tim Ward, bassoon
Scott Bohannon, French horn | Drew Fennell, trumpet | Gerardo Salazar, percussion | Susanne Park, violin
César Suárez, viola | Miguel Rojas, cello | Robert Skavronski, double bass I Conductor, Efraín Amaya

Lyrics
Clepsydra: An Operatic Installation with 13 Performers

Mother &
Father: Well, we could learn more about it!

We could surely do that! Did you say all the monkeys, or some?
What a dream to have!

(Maybe looking at the children in the actual audience)

Oh children, no matter the sleeping, the kicking! 
As long as it’s dreaming, we’ll dream up our wishes. 
Can we wish more than that?

(The “audience” is leaving and Mrs. Cirkem and the girl approach them to say good night.)

Mrs. Cirkem: Have a very good night!

Bernard: (To his parents referring to Mirage)
See that girl? She’s not very human 
she can’t really talk.

Mirage: I can so.
Good-bye!

Bernard: Can we please go for chocolate cake?
Mother: Of course!
The End



The Dreams

Woman: Two rivers, one is red
restless
and larger than the other,
the second one is
a long black mirror, 

W/M:        treasures and bodies
sucked 
under.

Man:      A woman
W/M:        of the mountain,

a mountain 
of hidden spells
and invisible doors,
her face 
barely visible reflects
over
as she leans ever
so slowly
to borrow time for her 
clepsydra,

Man:      to wash 
his dreams.
Eleven glasses, filled,
she needs them by her bed
at night,
her hand, her wrist,
worn
by repetitive movements
fill the clock,

Woman:    better 
than counting
the breaths left.
A dim light,
and his dream changes.

Man:        A red liquid
slips 
through
the crack of a well

W/M:        insignificant,
perhaps 
it runs to the river,
the red could go to the sea,

Man:        a twelfth glass collects
her tears.

Woman:    His face barely visible 
by candlelight,
as he drinks he becomes
bound by 
iridescent cords
lights of lightning
and the dream changes.

The Eclipse

Man:         The thinnest line 
moves 
between this 
and the other, 
a matter of water 
and wet lands, 

awakened 
is she?
by
corks
popping.
Eight and eleven,
a date for darkness
and prophesies.
Unfolding shadows,
her eyes meet
a blackened
sun
as her bowl
drips
and her lips break 
in a humming 
prayer

her eyes seek
a burning disc
of known glory

Woman: A man of no accidental
fate
crosses the bridge
the asking they say
calls for his Death
and the Birth 

Man:      after a chart of changes 
in the horizon 
of distant constellations.

A woman’s son is the Sky
becoming the Eye (of the Sun)
which gives 
light in the man’s land.
Do you remember? 
Do you not?
Three times he must ask.



T H E  P E R F O R M E R S

Phantasmagorilla? No! Phantasmagoria

Sean Donaldson is a professional singer based in Pittsburgh. His previous roles with The Opera Theater of
Pittsburgh include Latham in Twilight of the Gods, and The Voice of God in Noye’s Fludde. Other operatic
stage credits include bit roles in Billy Budd, La Traviata and Dead Man Walking for the Pittsburgh Opera.
Sean earned his Master of Music degree in Music Technology and Electronic Composition from Duquesne
University, and his Bachelor of Arts in Music from Allegheny College.

Soprano Kimberly Steinhauer has devoted her entire career to the voice—in song, education, and research.
As a singer, she has been employed in a variety of musical venues. Recently, she has been heard as the
Mother in Amahl and the Night Visitors, a Walküre in The Ring Saga’s Die Walküre, and as the Queen of the
Night in a concert version of Die Zauberflöte. As a voice educator, she has taught in venues ranging from
the public school to the university setting. As Research Health Scientist, she has directed studies exploring
the efficacy of voice training and rehabilitation techniques. She is founding partner of Vocal Innovations,
LLC, and provides educational and software resources for all things voice. 

Charlene Canty graduated with honors from the Dana School of Music at Youngstown State University
where she received her Bachelor of Arts in Vocal Performance. She went on to receive her Master of Music
degree with honors from Duquesne University. Ms. Canty’s operatic roles include performances with Long
Beach Opera and Opera Theater of Pittsburgh’s productions of Wagner’s Ring Saga. Other operatic perfor-
mances include roles from Just Above My Head (World Première), Don Giovanni, The Magic Flute, Suor
Angelica, La Bohème, The Medium, and Gianni Schicchi. Most recently Ms. Canty performed the role of 
the Countess from Le Nozze di Figaro with Opera Western Reserve. She has performed the requiems of
Mozart, Fauré and Rutter, the soprano solos from various oratorios such as Handel’s Messiah, as well as 
the St. Matthew Passion and St. John Passion of Bach. Ms. Canty has been the recipient of numerous
awards and honors; among them, the Homer Wickline and Conrad Seaman Memorial Fund and the Sylvia
and Sydney Croan Memorial Fund. Ms. Canty has won the Pittsburgh Concert Society Major Auditions and 
the Irma M. Cooper Vocal Competition, and is in demand as a concert soloist and recital performer. She 
frequently performs with the Opera Theater of Pittsburgh. 

Annie Rago is a senior vocal major at Pittsburgh’s Creative and Performing Arts High School (CAPA) where
she studies in the rigorous Center for Advanced Studies Program. Annie has been studying voice and piano

The Ritual

Surrender: 
Woman: Having fallen to earth, 

you awakened 
in the dark, 
unnamed.
To the west, 
the dunes 
initiated 
your despair: 

Ensemble: the inexorable 
motion of the sand, 
the impossibility 
of measurement.

Woman:    Above all, 
Woman’s son, 
Sky, distant and jealous, 
obscured 
your path.

Transform:
W/M:         The sand sifts in rare geometry, 

an offering to be abandoned. 
Each saffron grain was once 
a promontory. 
The rasp of rock on rock                  
whispers 
in your inner ear.
You must become the Eye 
of the world, 
a presence in time. 
Create beauty and 
let it go.
A painting of sand,
a sculpture of flowers

Go forth: 
W/M:         A pool reflects the moon.

That light is holy.
Move only with the ebb 
and flow of stars.

All horizons are in the future



at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh. He is also well known as a national presenter of arts in education.
Mr. Ahlstedt earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Music Education from the State University of New York
at Fredonia, and completed his master’s degree at the Eastman School of Music, in Rochester, New York.

Jeanne Wentworth debuted with Eve Queler’s Opera Orchestra of New York as Enrichetta in I Puritani and
with the Spoleto Festival USA in Der Prinz von Homburg. Her credits include performances with the Dayton
Opera, including Mercedes in Carmen, and Hansel in Hansel and Gretel. Ms. Wentworth has sung with the
Michigan Opera Theatre as Alisa in Lucia di Lammermoor, and has performed King Roger under the baton
of Richard Woitach. Among many other performances, she has sung Haydn’s Creation with the Mendelssohn
Choir of Pittsburgh, and was the mezzo-soprano soloist in both Mozart’s Mass in C Minor, and the Duruflé
Requiem, with the Bach Choir of Pittsburgh. Ms. Wentworth has won numerous awards: among them, the
Solo Competition for the Oratorio Society of New York and the Liederkranz Vocal Competition in New York.
She was a finalist in both the Gerda Lissner Foundation Vocal Competition, and the Metropolitan Opera
National Council Auditions.

since the age of nine. In addition to having been selected to perform as Nessie in Efraín Amaya’s original work,
Annie has a vast number of solo and ensemble performances to her credit, including several productions for
the Pittsburgh Opera Theater, The Pittsburgh Opera, the Junior Mendelssohn Choir, and KDKA radio. She had
the lead in a world première for the Pittsburgh Opera Theater last winter, and was the lead soprano for many
CAPA Opera Workshop productions as well. Her repertoire also includes a rare crossover into jazz performance,
in which she was a finalist for the Grammy in the Schools. Annie attended CMU’s Pre-college program as a
full-time student, was accepted into the highly competitive Pennsylvania Governor’s School for the Arts, won
the district competition of the PMEA, and represented CAPA with the Hartford Symphony Orchestra. Annie
will be studying classical vocal performance, beginning in fall 2008, at a national conservatory of music.

Amadís Amaya was born in Pittsburgh in 1995. He was a student at the Preparatory School of Carnegie
Mellon University for five years, where he studied piano with Luz Manríquez. In 2004, he participated in the
World Piano Competition in Cincinnati, Ohio, receiving third place in his category and later performing in
Carnegie Hall’s Weil Recital Hall, as part of the prize awarded by the World Piano Competition. Amadís
received voice lessons between 2006 and 2007 with renowned tenor and educator Douglas Ahlstedt. His
debut in Phantasmagorilla? No! Phantasmagoria in a lead role was a serendipitous event. Bernard, the
character he plays in this opera, was created by his mother, the librettist for the opera. The role was partly
inspired by his own personality as a little boy. His father, Efraín Amaya, also remembers Amadis’ struggles
to stay awake during many evening concerts in his early years. Nevertheless, it had not been his parents’
intention to have him perform this part until the director of Opera Theater of Pittsburgh selected him after an
audition. He is currently a student at Frick International Studies Middle School and also at the Pittsburgh
Gifted Center. Since 2005, he has continued his musical education with pianist and gifted educator Bill Tobin.

Clepsydra

Douglas Ahlstedt has sung professionally in the world’s greatest opera houses and concert halls, from the
renowned stages of Europe, South America, Africa and Asia, to the Metropolitan Opera, where he has sung
189 performances. He is the only American tenor featured in leading roles, including Fenton in Verdi’s
Falstaff and Pelléas in Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande, in the James Levine 25th Anniversary Collection of
notable scenes from Metropolitan Opera broadcasts. His singing career began with the American Boychoir,
in which he toured the United States and Canada. During that period, he sang the role of Miles in the
American première of Benjamin Britten’s The Turn of the Screw. Mr. Ahlstedt is Associate Professor of Voice

Jeanne Wentworth, Efraín Amaya
and Douglas Ahlstedt during a
rehearsal of Clepsydra in 1999.
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Credits:

Phantasmagorilla? No! Phantasmagoria
Sponsoring organizations: Gateway to the Arts & Opera Theater of Pittsburgh 
Recording Engineer: Harold Walls. Digital editing: Efraín Amaya. 
Mastering: Riccardo Schulz, Pittsburgh Digital Recording & Editing Company.
Recorded at Alumni Concert Hall of School of Music, Carnegie Mellon University. February 2007.
Premiered at the Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, February 24, 2007.

Clepsydra
Recording Equipment & Mastering: Riccardo Schulz, Pittsburgh Digital Recording & Editing Company. 
Digital editing: Efraín Amaya. Recorded at Alumni Concert Hall of School of Music, 
Carnegie Mellon University. October 1999. 
Sponsoring organizations: Associated Artists of Pittsburgh, Howard Heinz Endowment, 
First Night Pittsburgh, Inc., Debra Abell, MD & Edward Abell, MD.
Premiered at the Associated Artists of Pittsburgh, Downtown Pittsburgh, December 31, 1999.

This recording is made possible in part by Gateway to the Arts, LaFi Publishers, Ltd., Clara Inés Amaya,
Fundación Aguaclara, Producciones Artísticas 14-25, Dr. George D’Angelo, Ivette Rauff, Susana Amundaraín. 

Special thanks to Carol Ciavonne, Lisa Hoitsma, Clara Inés Amaya, Riccardo Schulz, and Harold Walls.

CD cover design: Susana Amundaraín, Vanessa Briceño-Scherzer.


